The Cornell Linac is the initial component of the injector for Cornell Electron Storage Ring operating in multibunch regime. Numerous linac multibunch conditions have been studied at Comell. The simulation of bunch self-fields presented int this paper must complement the experimental efforts to increase the CESR luminosity and promote the further development of beam control systems. The wakefield effects in the Cornell electron linac are studied here including more realistic details for the linac accelerating sections and creating more correct models to allow the comparison of experimental and simulation results. This simulation includes the effects of beam loading, longitudinal and transverse wakefields from both self-fields and from previous bunches.
INTRODUCTION
The Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) operates as an electron-positron collider with 9 trains of 2 to 5 [l] closely spaced bunches per train per beam. The Cornell Linac is the first component of the injector for CESR and it must provide multibunch trains of electrons and positrons at high injection rates for CESR.
In the previous report [2] we have studied the effects of operating of the Cornell Linac at high multibunch currents needed for the production of trains of positron bunches. Results included the effect of longitudinal wakefields induced by the beam in the linac injector s prebuncher cavities and a method for partial compensation of the effect of these wakefields, the effect of transverse wakefields in the SLAC type linac accelerator sections in the electron linac preceding the positron target and the effect on positron capture from the increase of the accelerating gradient in the positron linac.
Here we are studying the beam dynamics in the electron linac which consists of the 150 keV electron gun, two prebuncher cavities and four accelerating sections AS#1 ... AS#4. In the case of positron production the accelerated electron bunches with an energy -1 50 MeV hit the converter target where positrons are created. For effective positron production the radius of electron beam s cross section on the target should be less than 1 mm [3] . The space charge effects have been simulated here for a single train consisting of 6 bunches with a charge 16 nC per a bunch and 14 ns of bunch spacing. This simulation includes the real details of the electron linac magnetic optics and accelerating sections.
BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATION
The beam dynamics is simulated for two initial conditions of the beam at the gun. The first condition is that a beam has an initial displacement from the axis of the accelerator, x = 1 mm, dxlds = 0. The second one is that a beam has initial angle to the accelerator axis, i.e x = 0, ddds = 1 mrad.
The motion of single bunch through two prebunchers is simulated by the Parmela code [4] . The final results are the beam conditions at the entrance into the first accelerating section. Thus, the Parmela simulation yields the following beam conditions for the centroid of the injected bunches: x=0.076 mm, dr/ds=l1.6 mrad, y=-0.22 mm, dy/ds=26.3 mrad for the initial beam displacement at the gun and x=-0.034 mm, dx/ds=4.5 mrad, y=0.056 mm, dy/ds=3.9 mrad for the initial angle at the gun. The prebunchers and first accelerating section have uniform solenoid focusing with a longitudinal magnetic field B, = 0.2 T. It is assumed that all bunches are ideally captured into the linac for further simulations.
Beam loading
According to Wang [5] the accelerating electrical field Ez(s,t) in the constant gradient structure loaded by beam satisfies the following equation:
where vg is group velocity, f is the frequency of the accelerating wave, R is the shunt impedance per unit length, Q is the quality factor, i is the beam current. The solution of this equation with boundary condition E, (0,t) = Eo for t 2 0 has the following form: *This work has been carried out under NFS contract 'mgb @ cesr 10.lns.cornell.edu
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Transverse Wake Field Model
The bunches excite wake fields in accelerating sections of the linac. The bunch to bunch longitudinal fields define the beam loading while the transverse fields produce an additional transverse kick on the bunches.
The transverse fields at the lowest frequency are the main cause of bunch instability. Indeed, the group velocity of these synchronous waves is negligible compared to bunch arrival time. Thus the accelerating section can be presented as set of uncoupled cavities. The section AS#1, 2, 3 have 86 cells each and section AS# has 150 cells.
All accelerating sections have been assumed to be constant gradient. The first section AS#1 is a SLAC-type, second AS#2 and third AS3# are CEA-types and fourth section AS#4 is CU-type [6] . They have slightly different geometric dimensions and the URMEL [7] simulation of first dipole mode displays the following frequency detuning for first and last cells in the sections: AS#1 from 4150 to 4370 MHz, AS#2,3 from 4200 to 4370 MHz and AS#4 from 4050 to 4270 MHz. The attenuation of this mode is negligible for our bunch train since the quality factor is about 12000. The loss factors are almost the same for all sections 0.56 -0.4 V/pC at the iris radius for the first and last cells of sections, respectively.
To simulate the bunch head-tail effects, the charge density of every bunch is modelled as a set of delta function microbunches. Thus the wakefields excited by the first delta microbunches cause additional transverse kicks on subsequent microbunches in the same bunch.
Bunch motion in linac
The transverse beam dynamics in the linac is defined by the following system of equations in acceleration sections:
where (x, y) is the transverse beam position, e is the electron charge, P, and v, are the longitudinal bunch momentum and velocity, B, is the longitudinal magnetic field, F,,y is the resulting wake force from the previous bunches.
Solving these differential equations for the initial beam condition, one obtains the beam trajectory from cell to cell in an accelerating section. Applying the linac optics matrices between the sections one can get the beam trajectory along the whole linac. The resulting trajectories of bunch centroids for an initial beam angle at the gun are shown in Figure 2 . All intensity dependant effects described above are taken into account. For the second gun conditions (when beam has an initial displacement) the bunch trajectories are shown in Figure 3 . The line called no wakes displays the trajectory for the first bunch with no selfwakefields. An example of resulting transverse wake potential found at the center of last (sixth) bunch is shown in Figure 4 .
The transverse bunch distribution on the positron converter is presented in Figure 5 . The charge density is scaled there and every point corresponds to a delta function microbunch. It should be noted that the head-tail effect has been investigated for the first dipole mode only. 
CONCLUSIONS
The dynamics of a beam consisting of 6 bunches with 14 ns bunch spacing and charge 16nC per bunch is studied in the high current Cornell electron Linac taking into
